TELEPHONE, INTERNET, DSL
Exhibition
Veranstaltung

Set-up (day, time) Halle und Standnummer
Exhibitor (name)

Hall/Stand
Aussteller (Name,
no. Adresse)

Dismantling (day, time)

Exhibitor (address)

services

amount price (net) unit

service partner

€ 212.00 pcs

Analogue telephone connection (what kind of extensions do you need?)
□ telephone
□ fax
□ analogue set
□ analogue telecash
Cordless analogue telephone

€ 64.00 pcs

T-fax machine

€ 132.00 pcs

V-DSL connection 25000 (incl. router)

€ 515.00 pcs

Delivery service 1st (set) inclusive operation for each further (set)

€ 50.00 pcs

Delivery service inclusive operation for each further (set)

€ 25.00 pcs

Configuration static IP address

€ 72.00 pcs

Change of SSID and WIFI password

€ 50.00 pcs

Loosing fee fax machine

€ 200.00 pcs

Loosing fee router

€ 249.00 pcs

Loosing fee cordless phone

€ 100.00 pcs

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Messe Friedrichshafen GmbH is the contractor for your order.
The following company will execute your order:
Neuschwender Informationstechnik
Altdorferstraße 16
88276 Berg
Tel. +49 (0) 7541 708-199
Fax +49 (0) 7541 708-2199
Email: vertrieb@neuschwender.de
Please note, that it’s not possible to arrange a connection with
any other telephone company except the officially recognised
Neuschwender Informationstechnik.

The respective service
partner can be found in
the terms and conditions.

Terms of delivery and payment
1. The order form must be submitted at the latest 3 days prior to
the exhibition. If not a surcharge of € 112.00 (net) will become
due. In this case the Exhibition Management cannot guarantee
the installation duly and within the agreed time limit.
2. All cancellations will entail a cancellation fee:
- 3 weeks before the exhibition begin: € 50.00 (net)
- 100 % of the quoted price after construction has started
3. No responsibility is accepted for the effects of obstacle and
interruption of data lines. Liability for indirect (and/or
secondary) damage or loss of profit are generally excluded. If
negligence cannot be excluded, the liability will be limited to
the amount covered by the contract.
4. The above-mentioned conditions of delivery and payment are
valid for all orders. Place of jurisdiction is Tettnang and place
of performance is Friedrichshafen.
Version: 01.01.2020

I have read and agree to the terms and conditions, the technical guidelines and the privacy policy.

________________________________________
place, date

legally binding signature
1

STANDSKETCH

comments (optional):

2

